
The Political Spectrum

-- a system of classifying 

different political positions 

upon one or more geometric 

axes



Radical                      Liberal                    Moderate                   Conservative              Reactionary     

The Traditional One-Dimensional 

Political Spectrum





Radical            LIBERAL Moderate                   Conservative             Reactionary                                                     

Favors _________________ and _________________; 

Works for reform _________________ existing systems;  looks

to the _____________ for an improved society

Favors government intervention in _________________________

(to improve treatment of people and the environment)

Wants government to stay out of _______________________

(to allow expansion of rights)

progress reform

within
future

the economy

social matters



Radical                       Liberal Moderate        CONSERVATIVE  Reactionary                                                           

Favors society  _________________ or a  _________________ to what

society ________________________;  opposed to abrupt change; 

Values ____________________ 

Wants government to stay out of  _________________________

(to conserve freedom of action & maintain limited government)

Favors government intervention in _______________________

(to conserve traditional values)

as it is return

once was

tradition

the economy

social matters



RADICAL Liberal Moderate              Conservative Reactionary                                                           

Favors   _________________ and   _________________  change; 

Change comes in the form of a new _________________________ or a

________________________________

dramatic immediate

society

new political system



Radical                     Liberal Moderate                   Conservative REACTIONARY

Favors   _________________ and   _________________  change; 

Change comes in the form of a new _________________________ of 

society   ________________________________

dramatic immediate

restoration

as it once was



Radical                     Liberal MODERATE Conservative             Reactionary                                                           

Favors  a _______________________ approach to solving society’s 

problems; 

May be “liberal” or “conservative” in outlook ________________________ 

upon a given issue

Opposed to  _______________________ political views

practical

depending

extreme



• Now place each of the following on the 

appropriate part of the political spectrum…



The Ku Klux Klan (KKK)



Martin Luther King, Jr.



Amish people



Rep. Krysten Sinema (D-AZ)

Favors

--expanded military budget

--simplified tax code

--abortion rights

--restrictions on gun purchases



Black Panthers



Democrats



Republicans



Anti-abortionists who support killing 

abortion doctors



Vladimir Lenin



Christian Coalition



Green Party



Weather Underground

--bombed buildings in the 1970s

to protest U.S. govt actions



Other Political 

Spectrum Models



The Horseshoe Model



Vosem Cube



The Political 

Compass

Social decisions

should be entrusted 

to the govt

Social decisions

should be entrusted 

to the individual

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5u3UCz0TM5Q






Links to surveys & video clips for 

HW assignment

Political Compass test

Watch America’s Political Division in Five Charts:  

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/11/07/americas-political-divisions-in-5-charts/

Politically Polarized Media:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxXceCj0koQ

America’s Polarized Views of Trump Follow Years of Growing Political Partisanship:

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/11/14/americas-polarized-views-of-trump-follow-years-of-growing-

political-partisanship/

Watch the three video clips on political division/partisanship in America.  Using details from the video clips and your 

own ideas, address the following question in a thoughtful paragraph:

Why has partisanship in American politics increased recently?

Youth Leadership Initiative

Political Ideology Survey
PEW Research Center 
Political Typology Quiz

https://www.politicalcompass.org/test
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/11/07/americas-political-divisions-in-5-charts/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxXceCj0koQ
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/11/14/americas-polarized-views-of-trump-follow-years-of-growing-political-partisanship/
http://www.youthleadership.net/econgress/political_ideology_survey?_yli_session=e6f881ed39a7ae69ee6d9bd1ffdce591
http://www.people-press.org/quiz/political-typology/

